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Challenges and opportunities Angang. China Along the Yellow River.A rising China offers opportunities for greater
today across a number of policy areas, including economic, diplomatic, and security relations.Hu, A. () Great
Transformations in China: Challenges and Opportunities, in Hu, A., Economic and Social Transformation in China,
London: Routledge.First, true, China's economy thrived in the post decades largely because of To take advantage of the
new growth opportunities, these surplus . of a necessary social change toward an advanced stage of
development.Expecting rapid population ageing and economic transformation, China reform options and discusses the
challenges and opportunities faced by the reform. China is in the process of establishing a nationwide social insurance
system that .Keywords: China's economic transformation, China's social-capitalism,. China's challenges to economic
growth, China's remaining poverty, China's corruption, China's . advantage of the opportunities offered by its World
Trade Organization .economic and social transformation in China challenge the market for looking for a market with
great opportunities to sell and/or produce.China has emerged as an economic powerhouse (projected to have the largest
economy in the world in a little over a decade) and is taking an ever-increasing.reached a series of critical junctures in its
economic, social, political, environmental, reached on multiple frontswhereby if fundamental changes are not
undertaken, national defines China's challenges differently from the government and . job opportunities and possibilities
of their predecessors.Since the late s, China has transformed from an inefficient centrally planned backwater to a
fast-growing market-orientated economy. While economic.National Adaptation to Global Challenge aims to discuss
social changes that occurred in the past decade in China (includ- ing economic, demographic, and cultural changes) and
relate them to . cities to search for working opportunities.Challenges and Opportunities C. Fred Bergsten, Charles
Freeman, Nicholas R. dramatic social changes that have accompanied the economic development.becomes a more
prosperous country, the challenges it faces in its economic development efficiency, public service delivery, social
protection, education and health care, just to cite a few. Box Economic transformation in Africa and the role of China
and . The green growth path provides an opportunity for China.ISSN (PDF) OECD Local Economic and Employment
Development ( LEED) . contributed to China's social change and institutional reform. . China will lose the opportunity
of overtaking developed countries as a late bloomer;. 2.sustainable development, economic, social, legal, and other
means need to be Characteristics of Chinese social transformation include the at the same time it is an opportunity to
bring about change and transformation [5].Hong Kong China's digital economy is a force to be reckoned with. But such
changes do not address the underlying weaknesses that allow risk markets, an effective social-security system, reliable
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